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SENSITIVITY AND OPTIMIZATION THEORY FOR LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM SYNTHESIS

W, A. Walter and F. 0. Simons, Jr.
University of Florida
INTRODUCTION

drag and lift forces D and N'a act at the
B is the
vehicle center of pressure XC p.
angular displacement of the gimbaled
thrust force R which acts at the engine
assumption
the
Under
.
X
point
gimbal
that all angles remain small, the equa
tions of motion are obtained in the
usual manner, 2

In the design of a launch vehicle atti
tude control system two factors of major
concern are the bending moments experien
ced during flight and the terminal drift.
Excursions in these system variables are
produced by winds, the most important of
which occur during the period surrounding
Conventional
maximum dynamic pressure.
design approaches assume a linear control
law and determine gain values and shaping
networks based on a great many complex and
interacting considerations (e.g.,bending,
sloshing, the nature of winds, separation
dynamics, etc.) in order to meet bending
The result
moment and drift requirements.
is a linear control law with gains which
are switched between two or more fixed
values during the flight.

. X-

/X

A number of investigators have treated
the problem from the standpoint of deter
mining an optimal control law which will
minimize a cost function based on either
bending moment, drift, or a combination
In many cases, the models in
of these.
clude bending dynamics, however, the eff
ects of wind disturbances are not present
during the minimization. 1
In this paper, an attempt is made to
evaluate the performance obtainable by
parameter optimization and to compare
this performance with that obtainable by
optimal control of engine deflection
The measure of performance used is
angle.
/

M B 2 (T)dT]

Fig.

1 Rigid-Body Dynamic Model

Summing moments about the center of
gravity gives
= -c a-C 2 (

(1)

where C ^ (XCP -XCG )N ' /I XX * C

(2)
rX CG> R/I XX

and I xx is the moment of inertia about
the pitch axis..

where Z 0 (t.) is the terminal drift and
The minimiza
Mg(i) the bending moment.
tion is carried out with the vehicle sub
jected to a statistically derived wind
A simple, rigid body, constant
profile.
coefficient model is treated by methods
which are directly applicable to more com
plex system descriptions which include
time varying gains and bending dynamics.
The approach considered is well suited to
iterative analog or hybrid computation
and an example implementation is described*

Summing lateral forces along Z Q gives
(3)
whe re k l = ( R-D) /m , k 2 = I » /m , k 3 = R/m , and
mis th e t o t al vehicle mas s ,
Th e an g u 1 a r re 1 a t i on s h I p
a - aa-kZ

RIGID BODY EQUATIONS OF MOTION

(4)

The
I s e vi de n t in F i g . 1, whe r e k % ;~ 1 / ¥ ,
bending moment imposed by loads on the
v e, h i c 1 e s t r u c t u r e c a, n b e e x p r e, s s e d a s 3

The launch vehicle rigid-body geometry
co
Here the X Q , Z
is shown in Fig. 1.
ordinates provide an attitude reference

M-•B

system with origin at the vehicle center
of gravity XCG . The angle between this
reference and the actual body 'coordinates
X, Z is the pitch angle 0. The vehicle
velocity V, and wind velocity Vy combine
to give the air flow velocity relative
to the vehicle, V p . a is the correspond
ing angle of attack. The aerodynamic

(5)

where the coefficients M^ and tl| depend

upon time into the flight and position
a 1 on g the 1 e n g t 'h o f the v e h i c 1 e ,
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(see Appendix)

may be expressed as
PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION

VJ = 3J/3a =

One of the first steps in attitude con
trol system design by conventional meth
ods is the selection of a control scheme.
This is also required for parameter opti
mization, and the basic attitude/attitude
rate scheme
(6)
3 = a^+a^

in

,

[?]'

(7)

_

§;

3x 1
3a 2

9x?
3a 2

...

3x t

3x ?
3a m

. . .

>m

From (10), (11) and (12)
launch vehicle is
~3J
x
3x :
r
3a oo

the equations of motion can be written as
0

100

8J
i

(k 1 +k 2 +k 3 a 0 )

*

"3X,

(8)

-

which is of the form _x = f_(x 9 t,a) 9 where
_x is an n dimensional state vector and ji
is an m dimensional parameter vector.
(Here, a. T = [a () a 1 ], where the prime indicates
For specified aerodynamic
transposition).
coefficients, the parameter optimization
problem is that of determining the values
whi ch
and a.
for the control gains,
minimize the performance index
f
J(a:)=J 1 [x(t f ) ]+ J

*

V(x,t,a.)dt

where J 1 [ x( t f )]=^Z 2 (t f ) =h :
and

V(2£,t,a.)

i^f)

(12)

1 v v+y v}dt

+J ([51 x.
a.
to
where [ £ ] ' is a matrix whose i th row is
the i th sensitivity vector of the system-,
i.e.,
"3 Xl
"
3xn
^ ^ <
3x ?
—l
3a
3a
3a
i
i
i

is initially employed.
With the substitution of (4) and (6)
to (2) and (3), and the definition of
state variables

mV

-

3 x^

3xq

3 aj

ai

'

3x n
8am_

V fl J for the
~~

t = t.

3x 3 3x u"
ai ^ai

3x ?

3xn
3a 2

3x i

3x 2 3 x_3_ 3x^

3a x

3 ai 3

~M B (M;+M£a 0 )
MsCMgai)
0
M B (-M^k,)

—i

MB (M^X X )

M B (M^x 2 )J

dt

(13)

Through the use of (13) the iterative
parameter optimization may be implemented
on either a digital computer, or an ana
log computer with digital logic control.
For either implementation the same basic
evaluations are required for each iteration,
The iterative process is now described
and illustrated for an analog implemen
Note in (13) that no sensitivity
tation.
vector other than ^^ is required for the
This allows the
evaluation of 3J/3a i .
successive evaluation of each of the par
tial derivatives as indicated in Fig. 2,
and permits a considerable reduction in
the required number of analog components.

(9)
(10)
(11)

The minimization is to be carried out for
a statistically derived wind input, a~(t) ,
based on a 95 per cent probability wind
speed envelope with a 99 per cent prob
ability wind buildup and superimposed
The duration of the process is
gust. 3
over a twenty second time interval which
includes the period of maximum dynamic
Minimization is achieved by
pressure.
iterative computation of the gradient of
J (a.) in parameter space, ^ a -J> and adjust
ment of parameters in the Hi rection of
The gradient
largest negative gradient.

A single iteration consists of the
fo11 owing:
i.

ii.
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Evaluate the system states as func
tions of time, and from these form
M B (t) as shown in Fig. 3(a).
Evaluate the sensitivity vector £_^
as a function of time as shown in
Fig. 3(b) (see Appendix).

Form the products and integration
as a function of time as required
in (13) and shown in Fig. 3(d).

iii.

Ad j us t
p ar ame te rs

Store the product and integral val
ues at the terminal time as shown
in Fig. 3(d) .

iv.

Repeat (i) through (iv) for each partial
(For evaluation of £_
derivative of J.
the D/A relay is in position s"1", and
for evaluation o:
Finally,
used . )

Iteration
j+l

Increment the parameters by the
amount s

v.

Evaluation and
Fig. 2
Adjustment Sequence

Aa t = -d3J/9a i
as shown in Fig.

3(d).

A digital logic system is required for;
[l] control of the D/A relay which selects
the sensitivity vector generated, \_2~\ con
trol of the track-store units, TS1 and
TS2, which store the partial derivatives
9J/8a Q and 8J/9a 1 at the terminal time,
and [3] control of integrators I I and I 2
which effect a parameter adjustment dur
ing the initial condition period which
follows the storage of all partial deriva
The electronic
tives for the iteration.
switches used in the generation of wind

profile discontinuities also require the
application of logic control signals.
In addition to the direct form of V a J
given in (13) an adjoint form could Fe
used as a basis for the iterative proce^However, the small number of ad
dure. H
justable parameters in the present prob
lem, along with the storage requirements
of the adjoint approach, make the direct
form desirable.

.(c)

System Simulation

(a)

X3

Bar

3M

Wind Generation

X\
X
TS1
Rate of parameter
adj us tment

(d)
(b)

Parameter Optimization Subprogram

Sensitivity Function Generation
Fig.

3

PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION OF A LAUNCH VEHICLE CONTROL SYSTEM
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mization of the cost function (1) is con
cerned, for the wind disturbance a w .

PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION FOR
A TYPICAL VEHICLE

Substitution of a from (4)
(3) gives

The aerodynamic coefficient values
c l = -.0967

I/sec 2

c 2 = 1.097

I/sec 2

ki =

into (2)

(15)

= -c 1 <D+c 1 k l+ Z-c 1 a w -c 2 3
and

.3368

meters/sec 2

deg

.1356

meters/sec 2

deg

.2841

meters/sec 2

deg

.1419

deg sec/meter

rigid body equations of motion.
definition of state variables in
linear model is
0
-c l

~.187.xl0 8 kilopound meters/rad

0

-.535X10 8 kilopound meters/rad

(k 1 +k 2 )

were used in the system simulation of
The wind profile to which the
Fig. 3.
model was subjected is
,3889t+ .2e' 72(t ~ 10<8)
15<t<16
11.7
16 <t
10.7

(16)

Z = (k 1 +k 2 )$-k 2 k lf Z+k 2 aw+k 3 3

for the
For the
(7) the

and

100
0

cjk,

0

001
0

-k 2

0

L 11

0

(17)

(14)

First, separate minimization of terminal
drift and the bending moment integral
Simulations were effect
were performed.
ed for a variety of initial parameter
Figures 4 and 5 display the
values.
dynamic behavior and iterative parameter
adjustment for the initial values, a Q =0.5
The large initial adjustment
and a^O.4.
in a Q and a ls and the subsequent drift to
larger and larger values seen in these
figures were experienced for all initial

which is of the form x_ =f_(x_, m, t) , where
m is in general an r dimensional vector.
In this case r is equal to unity and
m=6(t).
The Maximum Principle of Pontryagin 5
is now used to determine the optimal con
trol m(t)=m°(t) so that the cost function
(equation (1) rearranged)

region in which the time scale is com
pressed and many iterations are performed.)
The parameters do not settle to fixed
values since the individual cost functions
as shown in Figures 6 and 7 are not convex
functions in the parameter space consider
This fact, however, does not severe
ed.
ly limit the value of this approach, since
other considerations restrict the region
of parameter space suitable for operation.
For example, restrictions on the control
system undamped natural frequency u)n and
damping ratio £ , imposed by the natural
frequencies associated with other degrees
of freedom, such as bending and sloshing,
Typical limits pro
restrict a 0 and
duced by such considerations are .l<(jo n <.2
and ,4<£<.8 which would in turn require
,097<a 0 <.13 and ,072<a 1 <.29 in the above
Incorporation of the elastic
example.
properties of the vehicle during the mini
mization, is currently of considerable
interest .

L. *:
J = Jg f [2ZdZ/dT+k 2 M^(T)]dl
is minimized,subject to (17).
tonian for this problem is

(18)

The Hamil-

(19)
whe re

and

OPTIMUM gONTROL OF LAUNCH
VEHICLE ATT ITUDE
Optimum control of the engine deflection
In con
angle, |3(t), is now considered.
trast to the parameter optimization
app ro a ch , no con t ro 1 1 aw is as s ume d a pri
This freedom from restrictions on
ori,
the controller structure, permits the
determination of the "'best 11 value of $(t)
at each instant of time insofar as mini
10-4

Fig. 4

Parameter Optimization of Z 2 (t f ) Only

Fig. 5 Parameter Optimization off M^dt only
0

;

Fig. 5
,
Cost Function Contour for / M dt

Fig. 4

Cost Function Contour for Terminal Drift,
Z 2 (t,)

t0

Application of the necessary conditions
for an extremum results in the equations

Solution of (21) for 3 and substitution
into (20) and (22) gives
0

*1

Mr

fxl

PI

0

*5

0
0
0
0

1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

000

o

x2

0

o

n3
0

010
0
X.
0
000
00-1
0-10
-100

-*1A ,
0
0

-*2

"o

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

-1

0

^

0
X7
-*5

0
0

-x 6

r*-—

u

n1
0

(20)

+M i p»cp+kp | ),!
223|f

The terminal time is fixed at twenty
seconds as in the previous section, and
no terminal constraints are imposed on
the state vector.
Therefore, the transversality conditions require that the
vector of adjoint variables, £ be zero at
the terminal time.
A number of methods are available for
solution of this two-point boundary value
problem.
The approach described below is
a special case of the boundary condition)
iteration method, and has the attribute
of simplicity.
Equation (23) can be
viewed as a linear system of the form

oH°

(22)

= -Ci+c 2 Ma /M e

*3

•

(

aw

0
0
0
0

(21)

an d.

whe re

*8

+

-C^/M|

.

*„ = »2k»/M§

A

+Bu,

(24)

with the solution
2£o
£-0
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+;

•(t,T)Bu(T)dT.

(25)

where $(t,t 0 ) is the state transition
matrix. The problem is simply to select
that £.(0)=D_ 0 which makes £(t f )=0. The
matrix $(tf,t 0 ) in partitioned form dis
plays the dependence of the terminal
values 2.(tf) on the initial values £_ 0 .
The homogenous part of the solution is

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Methods have been presented for para
j
meter optimization of a launch vehicle
attitude control system of fixed struc
ture, and for determination of the asso
ciated optimum performance. The latter
is provided for the purpose of comparison'.
The methods considered are well suited
for analog, hybrid, or digital computatio|n
and are directly applicable to more compllex
system models which may include elastic '
|
properties and time varying gains.
Optimization is for a single statistical!^.
j
derived but deterministic disturbance
input,

) 11 (t f ,t 0 )[$ 12 (t f ,t 0 )

;1 (t f ,t 0 )]$ 22 (t f ,t 0 )

(26)

At the terminal time, for £.0 =£ let the
complete solution, (25), be j^ (t^). The
I
initial adjoint vector
)£.T (t f )

(27)

Parameter optimization for a control law
based on the attitude/attitude-rate con
trol scheme with an additive angle of
attack signal is currently under investi
gation, along with a study of weighting
factor properties in the present problem.

when added to the above response produces
D^tf)-:^ as required.
A computer solution may be effected as
follows:
i. Evaluate £(tf) for the prescribed
initial state vector x. 0 and dis
turbance input oty, with 2.0 = 0. (or
other convenient value).
ii. Evaluate the state transition submatrix $ 22 (tf,t Q ). The i tn column
is obtained by setting j>_ 0 equal to
a unit vector in the p^ direction,
setting X.Q "-Q- an ^ oty = 0, and evaluat
ing 2.(t f ) .

APPENDIX

iii. Evaluate the desired initial adjoint
vector from (27).

For the system

iv. Evaluate the state behavior and all
output variables of interest for
this value of £ 0 with the prescribed
initial state 2^0 an(* disturbance
input, aw applied.

(28)

where x is an n-dimensional state vector |
I
a. is an m-dimensional vector of
time invariant adjustable
parameters,

OPTIMUM CONTROL OF ATTITUDE FOR A
TYPICAL VEHICLE

we wish to determine a* which minimizes
the performance index

An investigation was undertaken to deter
mine the optimum control input, $(t), for
the same vehicle model that was used for
parameter optimization. Identical vehicle
parameters and wind input aw were used.
A major problem was encountered in the
determination of weighting factors which
would produce satisfactory dynamic response
for all system variables. For the range
of k considered, the terminal drift was
brought within one meter of the desired
reference, at the expense of unacceptable
excursions in other system variables.

J (a) =J l(x(t f )) + / f V(x,t,a)dt.
fc o

(29)1

Here, the initial time t 0> final time t^, 1
and initial state x_0 are fixed and do not
depend on _a ;, also the final state x(tf,a)
is free.
Iterative optimization may*be effected by
the gradient of J(a_) in parameter space,
V a J, and adjusting parameters in the dire"ction of the largest negative gradient.

The linear differential equations»(23),
form an unstable set, and computational
errors become a problem when the length
of the optimization interval is many time
constants. To offset this difficulty,
double precision arithmetic was used in
numerical solutions for this problem.

Consider the first partial derivative of •
J with respect to the parameter
for
a
s o me f i xe d —
/
"3x(tf)
BJ
3x(t f )
aj
3V
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dt

(30)

where the prime (') indicates transpo
sition, or

since the initial condition x_ 0 does not
depend on a: .
Equation (36) gives rise to a convenient
method for the simultaneous computation
of all sensitivity coefficients associa
ted with a single parameter's variation.
For linear systems the original system
model provides the sensitivity coeffi
cients when forced by 3l/3a^ in place of
the original forcing vector.

where £_j = 3x_/3aj is an n-dimensional col
umn vector of sensitivities of the system.
These partial derivatives for j=l,2,---,m
form the m-dimensional column vector
V-J=3J/3a
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where only linear terms are shown, and x.
is the nominal trajectory for a= a. 0 , with
all partial derivatives evaluated along
this nominal trajectory.
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"+...+"
(34)
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9 for

Thus

(35)

(36)

whe re
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